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How to Wow with PowerPointPeachpit Press, 2007
Go Beyond The Ordinary With Your Next Presentation...
 …provide a well-designed and rich multimedia experience!
 
  Wouldn’t it be great if you could have two of the most sought-after  graphic design professionals sitting next to you at your computer as  you navigate through the infinite possibilities of...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Best PracticesMicrosoft Press, 2010
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The Art of the Start: The Time-Tested, Battle-Hardened Guide for Anyone Starting AnythingPortfolio Hardcover, 2004
What does it take to turn ideas into action? What are the elements of a perfect pitch? How   do you win the war for talent? How do you establish a brand without bucks? These are   some of the issues everyone faces when starting or revitalizing any undertaking, and Guy   Kawasaki, former marketing maven of Apple Computer, provides the answers.
...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Advanced Logic Pro 7Premier Press, 2005
If you want to do more than simply use Logic to improve the audio in your video projectsif you want to start actually creating and producing music with it-this Apple-certified guide provides the key. Whether you're a composer, producer, songwriter, engineer, studio programmer or simply want to create and produce pro-quality music in your...
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Camping Grounds: Public Nature in American Life from the Civil War to the Occupy MovementOxford University Press, 2021

	An exploration of the hidden history of camping in American life that connects a familiar recreational pastime to camps for functional needs and political purposes.

	

	Camping appears to be a simple proposition, a time-honored way of getting away from it all. Pack up the car and hit the road in search of a...
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Celebrities and Crime (Criminal Investigations)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
The public's fascination with celebrities can reach a fever pitch when celebrities commit or are involved in a crime. Famous victims like the Lindbergh baby and Sharon Tate have raised public outcry against the cruel crimes that claimed their lives. And the trials of celebrity criminals such as Jim Bakker and O.J. Simpson are proof that even the...
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Getting Started with Audacity 1.3Packt Publishing, 2010

	Using the Audacity software as the starting off point, we discuss what the software is, what it can do, how you can use it, and where you go to get started installing it. All of this information is grounded in some basic audio editing terminology and background for those that aren't so technology inclined.


	Then we'll start...
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Writing Fiction For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	5o, you want to write a novel? Great! Writing a novel Is a worthwhile goal.
	It'll challenge you, stretch you, and change you. Getting It published will
	gain you respect from your family and friends, and It may even earn you a bit
	of fame and money.


	But respect, fame, and money aren't the only reasons for writing a...
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Sales & Pitch Letters for Busy People: Time-Saving, Money-Making, Ready-to-Use Letters for Any ProspectsCareer Press, 2007
The reason you write sales or pitch letters is simple: You have a message you want to deliver to the letter reader. In today’s electronic world, you may deliver the written word in a format other than ink on paper. Your letter might be delivered via e-mail, or as an open letter on a Website. Some letters are still delivered via fax...
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Flute For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	An excellent primer for those with little or no experience playing the flute


	Always wanted to play the flute? Are you a former flautist who wants to refresh your skills? Flute For Dummies is the guide for you. Following along with the book's accompanying CD, you will learn the nuances of playing the flute as an...
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Engineering Innovative Products: A Practical ExperienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	"The book provides vital insights into commercial development for engineering students in a highly practical and applied manner. Over the past 3 years, application of the book’s material has allowed the students to develop their commercial literacy and ambition in the University."

	—Steve Orr, Director,...
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The Myths of InnovationO'Reilly, 2010
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